Estimating correlation coefficient between two variables with repeated observations using mixed effects model.
We estimate the correlation coefficient between two variables with repeated observations on each variable, using linear mixed effects (LME) model. The solution to this problem has been studied by many authors. Bland and Altman (1995) considered the problem in many ad hoc methods. Lam, Webb and O'Donnell (1999) solved the problem by considering different correlation structures on the repeated measures. They assumed that the repeated measures are linked over time but their method needs specialized software. However, they never addressed the question of how to choose the correlation structure on the repeated measures for a particular data set. Hamlett et al. (2003) generalized this model and used Proc Mixed of SAS to solve the problem. Unfortunately, their method also cannot implement the correlation structure on the repeated measures that is present in the data. We also assume that the repeated measures are linked over time and generalize all the previous models, and can account for the correlation structure on the repeated measures that is present in the data. We study how the correlation coefficient between the variables gets affected by incorrect assumption of the correlation structure on the repeated measures itself by using Proc Mixed of SAS, and describe how to select the correlation structure on the repeated measures. We also extend the model by including random intercept and random slope over time for each subject. Our model will also be useful when some of the repeated measures are missing at random.